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7 marble bathroom ideas to give your space a chic makeover



We ask design pros for marvelous marble bathroom ideas and shopped their picks








	










30 wall paneling ideas — modern and traditional panel designs





	










New Beautiful by Drew Barrymore kitchen appliances just dropped, and they'll take your brunch game to new levels





	










Spring table decor ideas we're loving — 7 styles you can channel in your home on a tight budget





	










The Big Wayfair outdoor furniture sale is happening now — shop our favorite small-space finds from $27





	










7 kitchen island decor ideas that are easy and eye-catching





	










How to clean jewelry to make it sparkle and shine
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6 of the best handheld vacuum cleaners to clear dust, debris, and pet hair at home



The very best handheld vacuums from Shark, Hoover, Dirt Devil, Eufy, and Proscenic — all tested by us
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Amazon's Big Spring Sale is now live! Here are the big deal discounts to shop this spring with up to 40% off



Get it whilst it hot! Snap up Amazon's Big Spring Sale offerings for warm-weather essentials including outdoor furniture, lawn and garden essentials this week



By Christina Chrysostomou

Last updated 19 March 24
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The best patio dining sets for small spaces



Ready to take things outside? We found adorable patio dining sets that will look perfect in your backyard



By Christina Chrysostomou

Last updated 15 March 24
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12 of the best pod coffee makers — highly-rated capsule-compatible machines



We've brewed up a list of the best pod coffee makers, whatever type of drinker you are



By Christina Chrysostomou

Last updated 1 March 24
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5 of the best high-pressure shower heads we've tried and tested — from £16.99



Reviewed high-pressure shower heads to replace that trickly fixture that's ruining your morning and post-gym routine



By Christina Chrysostomou

Last updated 28 February 24
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Quietest washing machine 2024: 8 of the best low noise washing machines



The quietest washing machines are ideal for open-plan and apartment living



By Jennifer Oksien

Last updated 27 February 24
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Join our newsletter
Get the best home decor ideas, DIY advice and project inspiration straight to your inbox!
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brandsReceive email from us on behalf of our trusted partners or sponsors
By submitting your information you agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over.
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The best material for outdoor furniture — an expert guide to picking items that will last



From wood to wicker, industry pros weigh in on the best material for outdoor furniture items that will last the test of time
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How to propagate a Chinese money plant — 3 ways to grow new ones for free



Learn the best ways to propagate a Chinese money plant to multiply your indoor greenery without buying new ones



By Emily Lambe

Published 19 March 24
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How to clean a leather jacket without dry cleaning



Learn the best way to clean a leather jacket at home without ruining your pricey investment



By Emily Lambe

Published 18 March 24
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These apartment bathroom ideas are as beautiful as they are useful



Bougie bath time 🛁
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I've just found these gorgeous apartment kitchen ideas, and I'm officially obsessed



Hot stuff



By Eve Smallman

Published 30 May 23
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Hang on — decorating white walls just got interesting



White walls don’t have to be boring



By Kate Santos

Published 3 May 23
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8 living room bookshelf ideas that are perfect for small spaces



Read all about it



By Eve Smallman

Published 2 May 23
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Genius studio apartment ideas for even the tiniest places



Start decorating, bb



By Kara Thompson

Published 23 April 23
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How to make a clothing rack look good with 7 simple techniques



Rack city, bish



By Nishaa Sharma

Published 21 April 23
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How to choose a color scheme for an apartment — even if you can't paint



To make yourself feel right at home



By Kate Santos

Published 20 March 23
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This content creator reconfigured a shoddy rental into a pastel accent paradise



Peep the pink appliances!
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This interior decorator's color-drenched apartment will make you want to throw anything gray out the window



Your permission slip to go bright



By Melissa Epifano

Published 25 February 23
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Dramatic decor and a fabulous outdoor kitchen make this the perfect party home — inside and out



Rosie and Innes extended outwards and upwards to create the bright, airy, and sociable home of their dreams



By Amelia Smith

Published 19 February 23
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Top Guides

	Best mattress
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